
Experts to slam 
US aviation 
authority over 
737 MAX 
NEW YORK: A panel of global civil avia-
tion authorities is expected to criticize the US
Federal Aviation Administration’s approval of
Boeing’s 737 MAX, which has been grounded
for six months following two crashes, a
source familiar with the matter said Monday.

The panel, known as the Joint Authorities
Technical Review (JATR), was set up last
April by the FAA amid criticism of the FAA’S
close ties to Boeing. The FAA was the last
global aviation authority to ground the 737
MAX after one of the aircraft crashed in
Ethiopia in March, leaving 157 dead, a few
months after another went down in Indonesia,
killing 189.

The JATR-which brings together experts
from nine international aviation authorities as
well as the FAA and NASA-was tasked with
reviewing the approval procedures for the
737 MAX and make proposals to improve
them. According to the source, the report,
which must be submitted in the coming
weeks, is critical of the FAA.

In particular, it is expected to take aim at
the lack of transparency in the way that the
FAA permitted Boeing to evaluate systems
and software for the MAX, the source said on
condition of anonymity.

The panel is expected to conclude that
important changes to the design of the MAX
were not properly reviewed by the FAA,

according to the source. For example, it was
Boeing employees who inspected the MCAS
anti-stall system, which has been implicated in
the deadly crashes, sources previously told AFP.

‘Safety first’ 
The same sources reported alleged collu-

sion under a program in which employees of
Boeing are accredited by the FAA to assist in
approving the aircraft as well as signing off
on training procedures of pilots on new
planes. The panel is also expected to criticize
the FAA for failing to share data with its
peers when certifying the MAX in 2017, the
Wall Street Journal reported.

“We look forward to the publication of the
JATR report when it is complete,” a Boeing
spokesperson said in a statement. “Our team
is determined to keep improving on safety in
partnership with the global aerospace indus-
try and broader community,” the statement
said, adding that: “We continue to work with
global regulators to safely return the 737

MAX to service.” “We will carefully review
all recommendations and will incorporate any
changes that would improve our certification
activities,” said a spokesperson for the FAA,
which has defended the MAX.

The panel’s “focus on the certification of
the aircraft is separate from the ongoing
efforts to safely return the aircraft to flight,”
the spokesperson said. Steve Dickson, the
new head of the FAA, said Monday on the
CNBC television channel that he was going to
Seattle this week to test a MAX featuring the
modified MCAS on a simulator. He also said
that Boeing had still not submitted all the
requested changes for the FAA to rule on lift-
ing the flight ban on the MAX.

“It’s really safety first and we’re not on any
specific timeline,” he said. There are differences
among regulators on the criteria for returning
the MAX to service, with the Europeans indi-
cating that they will inspect the aircraft them-
selves and, like the Canadians, want pilot train-
ing to include time in a simulator. — AFP 

LUXEMBOURG: The European Union’s order to
Apple to pay 13 billion euros ($14 billion) in back taxes
“defies reality and common sense”, the US firm said as
the two sides sparred in a case key to the EU’s crack-
down on sweetheart deals to multinationals. The
iPhone maker is appealing to Europe’s second highest
court to overturn the European Commission’s 2016
ruling that it pay the record sum to Ireland.

Ireland, whose economy has benefited from invest-
ment by multinational companies attracted by low tax
rates, is also challenging the Commission’s decision.

Apple also accused the Commission of using its
powers to combat state aid “to retrofit changes to
national law”, in effect trying to change the interna-
tional tax system and in the process creating legal
uncertainty for businesses. The EU executive dis-
missed the arguments, saying it was not seeking to
police international tax laws and accused Ireland of
not having done its homework when assessing
Apple’s taxes.

Apple’s arguments at the General Court, Europe’s
second-highest, came after the EU executive in 2016
said the tech giant benefited from illegal state aid due
to two Irish tax rulings which artificially reduced its
tax burden for over two decades.

The case could make or break European
Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager’s cam-
paign which has also led to action against Starbucks,
Fiat, Engie , Amazon and others.

Apple’s Chief Financial Officer Luca Maestri led a
six-strong delegation to the court where a panel of
five judges will hear arguments over two days. “The
Commission contends that essentially all of Apple’s
profits from all of its sales outside the Americas must
be attributed to two branches in Ireland,” Apple’s
lawyer Daniel Beard told the court. He said the fact the
iPhone, the iPad, the App Store, other Apple products
and services and key intellectual property rights were
developed in the United States, and not in Ireland,

showed the flaws in the Commission’s case.
“The branches’ activities did not involve creating,

developing or managing those rights. Based on the
facts of this case, the primary line defies reality and
common sense,” Beard said.

“The activities of these two branches in Ireland sim-
ply could not be responsible for generating almost all
of Apple’s profits outside the Americas.” Beard dis-
missed criticism of the 0.005 percent tax rate paid by
Apple’s main Irish unit in 2014, which was cited by the
Commission in its decision, saying the regulator was
just seeking “headlines by quoting tiny numbers”.

‘Perfectly irrelevant’
Paying an average global tax rate of 26 percent,

Apple has said it is the largest taxpayer worldwide and
is now paying around 20 billion euros in US taxes on
the same profits that the Commission said should have
been taxed in Ireland. In its current financial quarter,
Apple expects revenue of $61-64 billion and a gross
margin of 37.5-38.5 percent.

Commission lawyer Richard Lyal said Apple’s argu-
ment that all its intellectual property-related activities
take place in the United States was inconsequential.

“To a large extent that is perfectly correct and per-
fectly irrelevant,” he said, adding that Ireland was taxing
Apple’s Irish subsidiaries, not the group nor Apple Inc.

He said Ireland had failed to examine the functions
performed by Apple’s Irish units, the risks assumed
and the assets used by the subsidiaries. “They simply
accepted an arbitrary method proposed by the Apple
Ireland subsidiaries. That in itself gives rise to a pre-
sumption of a special deal, exceptionally advantageous
treatment. It is clear that the tax authorities made no
assessment in 1991.”

He said the Commission has no hidden agenda.
“What is the case not about? Not about the
Commission as policeman of international taxation, not
about making sure tax is paid somewhere, though that

would be a nice idea, not about resolving tax mis-
matches,” Lyal said.

Ireland said it had been the subject of entirely
unjustified criticism and that the Apple tax case was
due to a mismatch between the Irish and US tax sys-
tems. “The Commission’s decision is fundamentally
flawed,” its lawyer Paul Gallagher told the court.
Luxembourg, told by the EU to recover millions of
euros in back taxes from Amazon, Engie and Fiat, is

backing Ireland. Poland and the EFTA (European Free
Trade Association) Surveillance Authority support the
Commission. The court is expected to rule in the com-
ing months, with the losing party likely to appeal to the
EU Court of Justice and a final judgment could take
several years.

The joint Apple cases are T-778/16 Ireland v
Commission and T-892/16 Apple Sales International and
Apple Operations Europe v Commission. — Reuters 
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Case key to EU crackdown on multinational sweetheart deals

Apple says $14 billion EU tax order 
‘defies reality and common sense’

WASHINGTON: In this file photo taken on August 13, Boeing 737 MAX airplanes are
parked near Boeing Fieldin Seattle, Washington. — AFP

Spooked by
Modi’s plastics
ban, India Inc
seeks clarity
NEW DELHI: Companies in India will
seek exemptions from the government’s
planned ban on certain plastic items, fear-
ing the move will disrupt supply chains
and raise costs ahead of a festive season,
according to sources and an industry
document seen by Reuters. 

India is likely to impose a nationwide
ban on plastic bags, cups, small bottles,
straws and some types of sachets next
month as part of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s efforts to reduce use of
pollution-causing, single-use plastic. But
the plans have stoked fears among con-
sumer firms, which, use plastic in packag-
ing for everything from sodas and bis-
cuits to ketchup and shampoo.

“This has created an existential issue
for multiple sectors,” said the
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), a
lobby group, in a two-page draft note,
seen by Reuters, which is likely to be
finalised and sent to the government in
the coming days. The CII will ask the
government to consult industry execu-
tives and define what will be categorized
as single-use plastics, while also pitching
for some exemptions, according to the
note. It says small-sized plastic bottles
used for pharmaceutical or health prod-
ucts should be exempted as there is no
alternate available. Sachets made from
so-called multi-layered packaging should

also not be banned, as that could disrupt
supplies of key products such as biscuits,
salt and milk, the CII draft says.

A senior Indian government official said
several industry representations were
being reviewed, but the aim was to “get rid
of the menace of plastic pollution” without
causing disruption. In an Independence
Day speech on Aug. 15, Modi urged peo-
ple and government agencies to “take the
first big step” on Oct. 2 towards freeing
India of single-use plastic. India lacks a
system for management of plastic waste,
but environmentalists have hailed Modi’s
move, saying it will help combat plastic
waste that chokes rivers and drains.

A ban on certain plastics from Oct. 2,
however, will come just weeks ahead of
big Hindu festivals for which business
plans are laid out far in advance because
they typically see a sharp rise in consumer
purchases. Two industry sources said
Amazon.com Inc, which uses plastics in its
packaging, has been concerned that a
possible ban could disrupt its operations
ahead of festivities, and during its mega
annual discount sale that starts Sept. 29. 

In recent weeks, executives from Coca-
Cola Co, PepsiCo and consumer goods
seller Hindustan Unilever have been part of
industry delegations that met government
officials to express concerns and discuss
alternate packaging solutions, according
to a person with direct knowledge. Coca-
Cola said in a statement that all its primary
packaging does not consist of single-use
plastic. Pepsi said its target was to make
100 percent of its packaging recyclable,
compostable, or biodegradable by 2025.
Hindustan Unilever did not respond to a
request for comment. Amazon did not
respond, but has previously said that it
plans to replace single-use plastic in its
packaging by June 2020. — Reuters

This file photo shows Apple’s new offices on Half Moon Street in Cork city center, southern Ireland. Apple
embarked on an epic court battle with the EU yesterday, fighting the commission’s landmark order that the
iPhone-maker reimburse Ireland 13 billion euros ($14 billion) in back taxes. — AFP

Use stocks or 
pump more 
oil to tame 
soaring prices?
PARIS: In the face of soaring crude prices,
oil consuming and producing nations essen-
tially have two options to help absorb the
shock-tapping emergency reserves or, in the
last resort, pumping more oil.

What are emergency oil reserves? 
In order to ensure energy security, the

International Energy Agency-which was set
up after the 1973 oil crisis-imposes on its
members an obligation to hold emergency oil
stocks equivalent to at least 90 days of net
oil imports. These stocks are either con-
trolled directly by the state or by private
companies.

The IEA said Monday that it was “moni-
toring the situation in Saudi Arabia closely.
We are in contact with the Saudi authorities,
as well as major producer and consumer
nations. For now, markets are well supplied
with ample commercial stocks.” Outside the
IEA, China-the biggest importer of crude and
a huge energy consumer-holds emergency oil
stocks equivalent to 40-50 days of its net oil

imports, according to figures quoted by
Chinese state media. 

Who can use them? 
“Based on the attack on Saudi Arabia,

which may have an impact on oil prices, I
have authorized the release of oil from the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve, if needed, in a
to-be-determined amount,” US President
Donald Trump tweeted on Sunday, following
an attack on Saudi facilities that wiped out
half the country’s output.  Stored in a com-

plex of four underground sites along the
coasts of Texas and Louisiana, the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve amounted to 645 million
barrels of oil, according to the US Energy
Information Agency. That is equivalent to 275
days of the country’s net oil imports in 2018. 

In the past, US presidents have sold emer-
gency reserves three times: during the 1991
military operation following the invasion of
Kuwait by Iraq; during Hurricane Katrina in
2005; and during the popular uprising in
Libya in 2011.  — AFP 

LOS ANGELES: A child pumps gas for his father at a gas station in Los Angeles, as south-
ern California gas prices, already the highest in the nation, continue to rise. — AFP

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing
and most developed telecom operator, will
offer the latest products from Apple, including
iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max, a new
pro line for iPhone that delivers advanced
performance, as well as the new dual-camera
iPhone 11. VIVA will also offer Apple Watch
Series 5 with Always-On Retina display, and
the new seventh-generation iPad. Customers
will be able to pre-order iPhone 11, iPhone 11
Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max beginning 20
September 2019, and order Apple Watch
Series 5 and the new iPad beginning 20
September 2019 at VIVA’s official website
www.viva.com.kw and the VIVA App.

VIVA’s quest is to be the mobile brand of
choice in Kuwait by being transparent,
engaging, energetic and fulfilling. VIVA con-
tinues to take a considerable share of the
market by offering an innovative range of best
value products, services and content proposi-
tions; a state of the art, nationwide network
and world-class service. VIVA offers high
internet speeds, due to the implementation of
the most advanced fifth generation “5G” net-
work in Kuwait resulting in superior coverage,
performance and reliability.

VIVA to offer latest Apple
products including iPhone 11


